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Le 's Talk
“Reading gives us someplace to go when we have to stay where we are,” and so said
the American aphorist Mason Cooley.
The School of Liberal Studies (SLS) is back with this month’s edition of the newsletter
– SLS Mirror. This issue is covering the events and activities for the month of January
2019. The current issue has included a new section in the magazine – Distinguished
Lecture Series.
Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) organized three distinguished lectures in collaboration with
SLS. The varsity cherished the opportunity of hosting two international speakers in the Distinguished Lecture
Series.
The first lecture was by Ms. Suzanne Ellery, the Honourable Minister for Education and Training, Western
Australia. Ms. Ellery shared her perspectives on education and training in the current scenario of Australia.
The second distinguished lecture was by the legendary Australian cricketer Allan Border on Leadership Skills.
The former Australian captain threw light on the essential skills that a captain should have while managing a
team of great repute.
The third lecture was by Ms. Amala Akkineni, a renowned film actress and the director of Annapurna
International School of Film + Media in Hyderabad. Ms. Akkineni talked about various career options in the
film industry by quoting several examples from recent films. She also asked the students to choose a career
based on their own skills by identifying their strength area.
Among the key events of SLS, the activity that got the major attention was the fifth Study in India Programme
(SIP). The aim of the 14-day programme was ‘Working in cross cultural context considering people, behaviour
and communication’. The delegation consisted of 13 students and seven faculty members of Psychology,
Communication and Business from Sacred Heart University (SHU) in U.S.A. The 78-hour-long programme,
which consists of academic sessions, field visits and ceremonies, were greatly appreciated by the SHU
delegates and the PDPU management.
The much awaited media lab was also inaugurated in the month of January under the initiative of Prof. Nigam
Dave, the Director of SLS and Prof. Pradeep Mallik, the HoD of the Department of Languages, Literature and
Aesthetics. The lab was inaugurated by Prof. C. Gopalkrishnan, the Director General of PDPU. Faculty
members from the School of Communication, Media and Arts of SHU were also present during the occasion.
PDPU celebrated India’s 70th Republic Day Celebration on January 26. The Indian flag was hoisted by Prof.
C. Gopalkrishnan. Prof. Nigam Dave actively participated in the event along with parade commanders and
NCC Cadets.
PDPU came with an innovative concept for sustainable solution. The varsity, in collaboration with SLS,
organized the Poster Presentation Competition on the theme of ‘Renewable Energy and Need for Energy
Conservation for Sustainable Future’. Family members of the participants were also invited to attend the the
programme. The winning team, along with the first and the second runner-ups, were awarded with gifts and
cash prize. The Department of Psychology and the Department of Social Sciences organized two events for
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their department this month. The Department of Psychology organized a visit to the BM Institute of Mental
Health. Students, accompanied by faculty members, spent the entire day at the institute attending lectures,
visiting the psychology lab and doing case studies. The department of Social Sciences, in collaboration with
the Library and Information Centre, conducted a workshop on CMIE Prowess IQ Database. The purpose of
the workshop was to train the students on the usefulness of CMIE Database in Research and to provide
hands-on experience on the usage of database amongst the participants.
The faculty members of SLS continued their excellent contributions in research and were invited across
various distinguished sessions and meetings at both the national and internal levels. Dr. Sitakanta Mishra
published an article ‘Nuclear Energy in India: Changing Dynamics of Public Opposition and Social
Acceptance’, FAULTLINES, vol. 23 and ‘Dragon’s Footprint Bound to Fade, Sooner or Later’, World Focus,
vol. 469. Among many other intellectual pursuits, Dr Mishra was also invited to participate in the closed-door
bilateral discussion between Indian and American experts on Nuclear Security, organised by the Observer
Research Foundation in New Delhi.
Dr. Neeta Sinha from the Psychology Department was invited to chair a session at the first International
Conference on School Psychology at Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. Dr. Sinha also presented a paper as a
speaker at the conference.
Dr. Ritu Sharma from the Psychology Department received the Inspiring Green Educator Award 2018
presented during the second NYC Green School Conference at New York in U.S.A.
Dr. Nausheen Nizami from the Department of Social Sciences presented her research on ‘Need for
Preventive Health Care in Knowledge Industries: A Case Study on Information Technology Employees in
India’ at the Seventh Annual conference of Indian Health Economics Policy Association at
Thiruvananthapuram in Kerala.
Mr. Sandeep Pathak from the Library and Information Centre of SLS published a paper with the title ‘ELearning in Modern Digital Environment: A Pragmatic Perspective of Education Institutions’. The paper was
published in the journal International Journal of Advance & Innovative Research.
The SLS students presented research papers across various national and international conferences. One of
the students went to the University of Oklahoma in U.S.A. for a Semester Exchange Programme.
The activities of SLS and PDPU caught media attention for this month as well. The school was covered 12
times across five different renowned newspapers for various activities and event notifications.
I sincerely want to thank all the faculty members and students for their contribution in making this newsletter. I
would also like to thank Ms. Niti Samani and Ms. Hiran Madiya for their outstanding contributions in designing
the newsletter. Last but not the least, I am grateful to Prof. Nigam Dave and Prof. Pradeep Mallik for their
overall guidance and mentorship.
Have a great read!
Amrita Chakraborty
Lecturer, Media & Communication,
SLS, PDPU
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Distinguished Lecture Series

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY MS. SUZANNE ELLERY

Jan 17. 2019: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University as a part of Distinguished Lecture series hosted
Ms. Suzanne Ellery, the Honourable Minister for Education and Training, Western Australia for a
distinguished lecture on the 17th of January, 2019. She shared her perspective on ‘Education & Training –
Current Scenario in Western Australia’.

Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University has collaborated with various reputed universities across the
globe. PDPU provides international opportunities to students & faculty members for exchange of
knowledge between the universities. The collaborations enable the University to provide international
exposure to students by developing joint research projects as well as long term and short term courses.
Many PDPU students have been benefitted by such exchange programs with Australian Universities and
are looking forward for more opportunities. PDPU delegation as a part of Vibrant Gujarat 2013 promotion
visited Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide and Perth. The delegation from PDPU has also attended Go8
Colloquium in New Delhi held on 11th of April, 2017 & have discussed about the collaboration
opportunities with a Group of Eight Universities. PDPU and Edith Cowan University from Western
Australia signed an MOU in 2013 which is an active partnership and contributing to research, higher
studies opportunities and short term Study in India Program (A programme which is organized by PDPU
annually.)
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With this inspiration, PDPU hosted Australian Delegation headed by the Hon. Minister.
Australian delegation also included following members:
1. Mr. Shahyaz Yezdi Mubarakai - Minister, Australian Labor Party, Member for Jandakot.
2. Mr. Peter Baldwin - Commissioner, Government of Western Australia.
3. Ms. Elizabeth Ann Carey - Chief of Staff to Minister Ellery.
4. Mr. Jamal Qureshi - South Asia Market Manager, Government of Western Australia.
Prof. Tarun Shah, Registrar, PDPU delivered welcome address on behalf University which was followed
by presentation on the PDPU-Australia relationship by Prof. Nigam Dave, Director of the School of liberal
Studies and Head, Office of International Relations (OIR) at PDPU. Dr. Ritu Sharma, Associate Professor
from the School of Liberal Studies (SLS) and Chair, Study in India Program (SIP) shared the last six years
journey of PDPU and Edith Cowan University. She further shared the relationship across various domains
of collaborative research project and SIP short term PAN India program hosted by PDPU since 2016.
Minister Shahyaz Yezdi Mubarakai from Australian Labor Partya and Member for Jandakot who originally
belongs to Gujarat also shared his 22 year old journey starting from his days of being an International
student in Australia. Ms. Suzanne Ellery Hon. Minister for Education and Training, Western Australia and
Leader of the Government in the Legislative Council talked about potential academic and employment
opportunities in oil and gas sector, health, hospitality and STEM courses. She appreciated PDPU-ECU
ongoing reciprocal collaborations and extended all support in research and academic opportunities. The
program was attended by senior PDPU officials, the Directors of the School, the Dean, Chief Human
Resource Officer Shri Ankur Pandya and the students of PDPU. Program concluded with a group photo of
the delegates along with the officials and students of PDPU.

Ms. Suzanne Ellery along with the delegates and the PDPU officials
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ALLAN BORDER LAUDS THE INDIAN CRICKET TEAM DURING HIS MAIDEN VISIT TO
PDPU
Rapporteur: Hiran Madiya

Allan Border and Dipen Rughani

20 Jan. 2019: In what could figuratively be considered a significant addition to the cricketing hat of Pandit
Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) in Gandhinagar, cricketing tycoon and former Australian skipper
Allan Border addressed the students and faculty members of the University on January 20, 2019.
“The Indian Cricket Team deserves to hold the ace position in World Test Rankings,” quipped the maestro
at the PDPU auditorium as he addressed an enthusiastic crowd at the University on the sidelines of the
2019 Vibrant Gujarat Summit. Strategically themed on ‘Successful Leadership’, the lecture delved on
Border’s stint as the captain of the Australian Cricket Team.
The deliberations were orchestrated in the form of a conversation with Dipen Rughani, the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of Newland Global Group, a leading corporate advisory firm. Prof. Nigam Dave, the Director
of the School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under PDPU, greeted the guests with shawl and memento.

Prof. Nigam Dave Greeting Mr. Allan Border
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The phenomenal performance of the Indian Cricket Team down under constituted the starting point for
Border’s presentation. He praised Virat Kohli for being a brilliant player and an exceptional captain.
Talking about leadership skills, Border emphasized on the importance of providing private feedback to a
player on his performance. He cited a few examples from his own life to build up on the concerned point.
Border recalled his experience of watching Sachin Tendulkar’s performance for the first time. He also
congratulated Tendulkar for being one of the finest players in the history of international cricket. The
programme concluded with a few questions to him by the students and faculty members of PDPU.
Border is currently working as a cricket commentator. He is also associated in a leadership role at
Newland Global Group.

Mr. Border Stamps his Class

Mr. Allan Border along with the Students and Faculty
Members of PDPU
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DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY MS. AMALA AKKINENI ON ‘THE SILVER SCREEN’ART, SCIENCE OR BUSINESS?
Rapporteur: Tanya Desai

Jan 28. 2019: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) in Gandhinagar hosted a Distinguished
Lecture by Ms. Amala Akkineni, an actress of repute and Director of Annapurna International School of
Film + Media (AISFM) in Hyderabad, on January 28, 2019. The lecture was focused on the topic, ‘The
Silver Screen – Art, Science or Business’. The event started with the felicitation to Ms. Akkineni by Prof.
Nigam Dave, the Director of School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under PDPU. Thereafter, Ms. Amrita
Chakraborty, a Lecturer of Media and Communications at SLS, delivered the welcome note.

Prof. Nigam Dave Hands over a Memento to Ms.
Akkineni

Ms. Amrita Chakraborty Delivering the Welcome
Address

Sharing her vision and that of her institute, Ms. Akkineni highlighted the dire need of creating an avenue
that trains the next generation and helps them receive the skills required to take Indian cinema to the next
level, i.e. an avenue that is not only superlative, but also accessible.
By presenting some intriguing statistics relating to the Indian economy including the media and
entertainment industry, she elucidated how the business of the film industry is growing faster, which in turn
will create a large demand for trained professionals and creative content.
Ms. Akkineni highlighted on the different phases of filmmaking such as pre-production, production and
post-production and the professionals required at each stage, ranging from product and set designers to
sound designers along with digital imaging professionals.
She also threw light on how cinema, being a medium of entertainment, is a combination of many things
and expertise. For a film to be developed, a wide range of people with a versatile background has to work
in the background. There are storytellers who present their ideas to the financiers and finally a team of
creative people execute the vision. Cinema wouldn’t be the magic that we see it as without any one of
these individuals.
The talk was interspersed with insightful and witty anecdotes. She also quoted the examples of several
films that showcased the pinnacle of some elements which were talked about (such as VFX, graphic
design etc.). The lecture ended with a round of thought-provoking and interesting questions by some
students, which were answered in detail by Ms. Akkineni.
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Some questions were asked about the future of Indian regional cinema, Blue Cross of Hyderabad (an
animal welfare society founded by Ms. Akkineni and her husband), and also about balancing her career of
being both an actor and a director of the institute.
This insightful and interesting lecture ended with a concluding note and a vote of thanks by Prof. Nigam
Dave.

Prof. Nigam Dave Delivers the Vote of Thanks

Group photograph with the students
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Key E ents of the
School of Li eral Studies
SLS
(

)

5TH STUDY IN INDIA SHORT TERM 2019 PAN INDIA PROGRAM
ON THE COURSE TITLED
"WORKING IN CROSS CULTURAL CONTEXT CONSIDERING PEOPLE, BEHAVIOUR
AND COMMUNICATION"
Rapporteur: Hitesh Ganwani SLS’16, Hiteshree Dudani SLS’16, Rhicha Tripathi SLS’16, Anushka Sharma SOT’18

29 Dec. 2018 – 11 Jan. 2019: The School of Liberal Science, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
organised its 5th Study in India (SIP) short term, pan India programme from the 29th of December, 2018
to 11th of January, 2019. The aim of this course was ‘Working in cross cultural context considering
people, behaviour and communication’. Delegation comprising 13 students along with their seven
professors from Psychology, Communication and Business from The Sacred Heart University (SHU),
Connecticut, United States were the part of this programme. Prof. Nigam Dave, Director & Head, Office of
International Relations (OIR), Program chairs Dr. Ritu Sharma and Ms. Neeta Khurana with a team of
student coordinators Mr. Hitesh Ganwani, Ms. Hiteshree Dudani and Ms. Rhicha Tripathi along with the
OIR office weaved this three-credit course. The objective of the course is to provide a practical overview of
the cross-cultural facets in context to processes and issues which they must understand to manage
people, behaviour and communication. The course focused on creating cultural synergy by managing
multicultural teams, negotiation across cultures decision making and Indian business values. The
programme has been designed with an intensive and rigorous training for 78 hours, spread across two
weeks and five cities of India.
Day one of their visit to India started with the orientation session for the delegation. On the second day, as
a part of their cultural visit, the SHU students visited the Rani ki Vav stepwell and the sun temple in
Modhera. During the visit, the students also got an opportunity to witness the daily lives of people living in
surrounding villages. Students interacted with the people of the local community and this visit helped to
familiarise them with Indian history, people, culture and heritage. In the evening, the SHU students met
the PDPU students. Buddy pairing session helped both the groups know each other well.
On the second day, the students proceeded for their trip to Lokniketan Trust which is an NGO involved in
teaching students at a school and undergraduate level. They had their first interactive lecture by Mr. Kiran
Chavda on Perspectives on NGO Management in Rural India. There the SHU students enjoyed meeting
the children and celebrated their New Year along with them. The Next day i.e. on the 1st of January, they
went for a trek in Sembalpani. At the top of the cliff, the students were guided to an area which contained
a peculiar painting, depicting an ancient human and their livestock. This cave painting is said to be fourthousand-year old. The SHU students showed great enthusiasm in this outdoor activity.
When the trek was over, the students journeyed back to Lokniketan trust, from where they again left for
Ahmedabad. On the fifth day of their stay in India, there were lectures by Mr. Nirav Shah and by Mr.
Virendra Rawat on Development of urban sector in India-opportunities and challenged and on Indian
Business structure: Sustainable education sector respectively. In evening the PDPU students planned a
treasure hunt for the SHU students as a part of buddy activity. This activity was specifically planned to
help the students get acquainted to the campus, and exchange ideas with the PDPU volunteers.
On the sixth day, as a part of Industrial visit, they visited the Amul Dairy and Chocolate Plant located in
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Anand. They also attended an academic lecture on Indian Business Structure and Corporate Culture of
Cooperatives. As a part of another buddy activity, the PDPU volunteers organized a dance workshop for
the students of SHU in the evening. On the seventh day, delegation attended interactive gest lectures by
Mr. Rupesh Brahmbhatt, MD bSafal on Business Environment and Challenges in India, Prof. DM
Pestonjee, Chair Professor PDPU on Working in Cross Cultural Context- Stress Management from Indian
Context and by Mr. Abhinav Kapadia, Chief Finance officer, PDPU on Indian Incubation Practices. On the
same day the PDPU students organised an Indian Food Festival which involved joint cooking by the
members of the two universities.
On the eighth day began with another industrial visit at Arvind Mills and a lecture by Mr. Subhanish
Malhotra, HR Arvind Mills on Challenges and Emerging Trends of Indian Manufacturing sector. Thereafter,
delegation visited Sabarmati Ashram to get a glimpse on the Gandhian ways of Non- Violence. The
students regarded their trip to the ashram as very insightful. On the ninth day they visited Akshaya Patra
Foundation and were part of an expert talk by Prabhu on Positive Organisation Behaviour- Perspectives
from Bhagwad Gita. After their visit, they came to PDPU and attended a lecture by Gunjan Trivedi on
Emotional Well-Being at Workplace- Using Ancient Indian Technique. Day nine started with a yoga
session by Ms. Riri Trivedi, Cofounder Wellness Space, Ahmedabad which was followed by formal
Welcome Ceremony for the delegation from SHU. Program started with lighting of lamp and formal
welcome of SHU delegation in Indian Style by Prof. Nigam Dave, Dean and Director, School of Liberal
Studies. PDPU students performed Indian group and solo dance. A welcome address was delivered by
Dr. Ritu Sharma, Program Chair, SIP which was further followed by address by Ms. Neeta Khurana on
cultural and rural exposure given to students. Prof. Robin Cautin, Dean, Psychology and Prof. Maureen
Conard, Chair Professor Psychology, Sacred Heart University shared insights on SHU PDPU growing
collaboration and Study in India Program experienced by students respectively. Student Coordinator Ms.
Hiteshree Dudani shared photo journey of the 5th SIP till the ninth day.
Prof .C. Gopalkrishnan, Director General PDPU delivered the guest of Honour address and emphasized
on importance of Internationalization in present time. He thanked SHU for choosing Study in India
Program offered by PDPU. Student coordinator Mr. Hitesh Ganwani gave vote of thanks on behalf of 5th
Study in India team. Before heading towards airport for the next destinations New Delhi and Agra, the
group visited Times of India printing press office to understand functioning of India Media.
Next morning i.e. on the 8th of January, the delegation headed towards one of the most prestigious girls
college, Miranda House at the University of Delhi for lecture on Genetics of Intelligence and Socio-Cultural
Development in India by Prof. Kaushal Sharma, CSRD, Jawaharlal Nehru University; Honorary Director,
NRC ICSSR; Chief Proctor, Jawaharlal Nehru University organized by Dr. Poonam Kumaria and for
lecture on Indian Business-Past, Present and Future by Prof. Amit Singh, Delhi School of Economics,
Delhi University Campus. The day concluded with a visit and dinner at Connaught Place.
Next day, delegation departed early morning for Agra and visited the Agra Fort and the Taj Mahal.
According to them this was one of the most beautiful places they visited ever in the world. On their second
last day in India they attended a lecture by Prof. Wahida Khan, Dean, Faculty of Behavioural Science from
Shree Gobind Singh Tricentenary University, Gurugram, Haryana on the topic Conflict and Peace: Cross
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Cultural Perspective. On the final day of the program. the students made presentations on learnings
drawn through the course. Students from SHU received certificates for completion of the course in the
Valedictory Ceremony on January 11, 2019 which was followed by a concluding session by Dr. Ritu
Sharma and Ms. Neeta Khurana. In night they departed from Delhi for New York with several memories
and life long learnings to cherish forever.
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PHOTO GALLERY - ACADEMIC SESSIONS

Orientation session by Dr. Ritu Sharma and
Ms. Neeta Khurana

Guest lecture by Mr. Nirav Shah on the Development
of Urban Sector in India-Opportunities and Challenges

Guest talk by Mr. Rupesh B Brahmbhatti in Bsafal on
business environment and Challenges in India

Lecture by Prabhu from Hare Krishna on Positive
Organisation Behaviour- Perspectives from
Bhagavad Gita

Guest Lecture by Mr. Kiran Chavda on The
Perspectives on NGO Management In Rural India,
Lokniketan Trust

Guest Lecture by Prof. Virendra Rawat on Indian
Business Structure; Sustainable Education Sector

Session by Mr. GunjanTrivedi on Emotional wellbeing at Workplace using Ancient Indian Technique

Guest talk on Indian Business Structure and
Corporate Culture and Cooperatives
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PHOTO GALLERY - FIELD VISITS

Cultural visit to Rani Ki Vav and
Sun Temple, Modhera

Sembalpani Trekking

SHU Students had a fun time with the children
of an NGO

Visit to Amul Dairy and Museum

Food festival by PDPU students

Visit to Sabarmati Ashram

Visit to Akshaya Patra

Visit to Taj Mahal and Agra Fort
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PHOTO GALLERY - CEREMONIES

Formal Introduction of SHU Delegation, Study
In India Program Team and Program

Formal Introducation by Prof.(Dr.) Nigam Dave,
Director & Dean , SLS , PDPU

Guest of Honour address by Prof. C.
Gopalkrishnan, Director General, PDPU

Concluding session
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PDPU JOINS THE BIG LEAGUE, INAUGURATES ITS OWN MEDIA LAB
Rapporteur: Amrita Chakraborty

7 Jan. 2019: The much awaited media lab at the School of Liberal Studies (SLS) under Pandit Deendayal
Petroleum University (PDPU) was inaugurated on January 7, 2019. Dr. C. Gopalkrishnan, the Director
General of PDPU, inaugurated by state-of-the-art lab.
The other dignitaries present during the occasion included Prof. Nigam Dave, the Director of SLS; Prof.
Pradeep Mallik, the Head of the Department of Languages, Literature and Aesthetics; Dr. Pestonjee D M,
the Chair Professor of the School of Petroleum Management (SPM) under PDPU and other distinguished
faculty members of SLS. The inauguration ceremony was also attended by faculty members of the School
of Communication, Media & Arts from Sacred Heart University (SHU) in U.S.A.

Dr. Gopalkrishnan and Dr. Debbie Danowski

Dr. Gopalkrishnan addressing the audience about
the new initiative.

Dr. Gopalkrishnan and Dr. Debbie Danowski from SHU started the programme by watering the holy Tulsi
plant. Dr. Gopalkrishnan congratulated the media students and faculty members for the auspicious
inauguration. This was followed by a speech by Dr. Danowski, who stressed on the importance of a media
lab in modern mass communication studies. Prof. Nigam Dave talked about the specifications of the lab
along with the details of the equipment bought.

Dr. Danowski addressing the audience

Left to Right Ms. Amrita Chakraborty, Prof. Pradeep Mallik,
Dr. Sara Ross, Mr. Mukund Shukla
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Media Faculty Members of SLS and SHU

The lab is equipped with all the latest gadgets that are required to deliver practical training to students,
who aim to pursue higher education in media studies. Some of the equipment includes a Sony PXW Video
Camera, a teleprompter, a Production Control Room (PCR), a motorized Chroma curtain, a Tricaster
Vision Mixer, a Yamaha Sound Mixer, a Voiceover unit with Intel 8th Generation Chip, Analog-HDMI-SDI
Converters, Collar and Regular Microphones and an Adobe Video Capturing and Editing System.
The event concluded with photo sessions involving the students and faculty members of SLS.

Editing Machines

Tricaster Vision Mixer

Video cameras and Tele-prompter

Yamaha Sound Mixer
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70TH REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION AT PDPU
Rapporteur: Ms. Khushali Purohit

Patriotism is your conviction that this country is superior to all others because you were born in it. George Bernard Shaw

26 Jan. 2019: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) served as an embodiment of patriotism, as
it celebrated the 70th Republic Day of India with sheer pride and honoured the martyrs. The flag was
hoisted by Prof. C. Gopalkrishnan, Director General of PDPU. As the tricolour stood high, PDPU saluted
the national flag, accompanied by the national anthem.

The event was then followed by the inspection of the NCC contingents. Two NCC girl cadets Khushali
Chauhan and Medhavi Pandya served as pilots, who accompanied the Director of School of Liberal
Studies Prof. Col. Nigam Dave and Prof. Gopalkrishnan along with the Parade Commander and Senior
Under Officer, Jaydutt Singh Sarvaiya, associate NCC Officer, of 1 Gujarat Girls BN Lt. Khushali Purohit
and Associate NCC Officer of 9 Gujarat Boys BN, Lt. Anil Kumar Markana.

The program witnessed the ceremonial parade, with Senior Under Officer Sarvaiya leading the group. The
boys’ platoon guided by Junior Under Officer Pankaj Parmar, and the girls’ platoon guided by Junior Under
Officer Sherina Sebastin, marched to the rhythm. Prof. Gopalkrishnan gave a speech which emphasised
on clean and green India, urging the youths to take action towards maintaining the serenity of the
environment.
After the speech, a group of cyclists comprising the students and faculty members of the School of Liberal
Studies assembled on the ground, who were the part of the ‘Clean Drive’ organised by the varsity. The
activity also focused on the social and environmental issues of the society.
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The social and cultural committee was actively involved in the overall celebration. The singing and
instrumental performances were put up by the Offbeat, the music club of PDPU. The dance performances
were organised by Soul Pepper, the dance and drama club of PDPU. The event was a perfect symphony of
patriotism and passion. The celebration ended with the NCC song. The Republic Day celebration at PDPU
was indeed a celebration to remember the heroes of the republic of independent India.
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POSTER PRESENTATION COMPETITION ORGANIZED AT PDPU CAMPUS

28 Jan. 2019: Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU) organized a poster presentation competition
on the theme of ‘Renewable Energy and Need for Energy Conservation for Sustainable Future’ on January
28 during the evening hours. The event was in line with the university’s vision and commitment towards the
future of energy.

This competition had two screening rounds. Fifty posters were shortlisted in the first screening by the
internal jury comprising of Dr. Anurag Kandya from the School of Technology (SOT) and Dr. Akhilesh Magal
from Gujarat Energy Research and Management Institute (GERMI). The second round of the screening was
judged by Shree Saumya Joshi, a highly acclaimed theatre personality along with two distinguished faculty
members from Indus University Dr. Bhanu Sharma, HOD, Institute of Design, Environment & Architecture;
Dr. Manisha Dalbhide, HOD, Science & Physics and Dr. Subhrangsu Goswami, Director Admissions at
CEPT University.

Right to left: Dr. Subhrangsu Goswami (CEPT), Shree
Saumya Joshi, Prof. Nigam Dave, Dr. Nausheen
Nizami and Ms. Niyati Trivedi enjoying a light
conversation

The event was given an auspicious start by a lamp-lighting ceremony with the special guests of the evening
in the presence of Prof. Gopalkrishnan, the Director-General of PDPU, Mr. Ankur Pandya, Chief HR Officer
and Prof. Nigam Dave, the Dean and Director of School of Liberal Studies (SLS), PDPU. The event
attracted enthusiastic responses from all stakeholders of PDPU including the faculty members, staffs and
students. Prof Nigam Dave congratulated all the participants and encouraged them to support the
university’s mission in the similar manner for the future.
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Glimpses of Lamp-lighting ceremony by the jury and organizers to inaugurate the poster presentation
competition

Among the 50 posters, the external jury selected the best three posters and ten more posters for the
consolation prizes. ‘With more than 140 teams exhibiting their creative and research oriented ideas, the
response to the event was overwhelming’, said Dr. Nausheen Nizami, Event coordinator and
Economics faculty at PDPU.
The first prize has been conferred to Ms. Krutika Savani, Mr. Priyank Bharbhaya and Ms. Aditi Rughani.
The idea of their poster was ‘How wind energy can be utilised to fight against other sources of pollutioncreating fuel’. ‘How to make dump-free society and take lessons from vedic times to sustain planet
earth’ was the message of Mr. Rishi Pratap, who was awarded the second prize of the competition. ‘The
role of Government in energy efficiency and including energy in school curriculum’ was the idea
highlighted by the team winning the third position with the team members named Ms. Rachana Kamani
and Mr. Het Kapadnekar. The winning team received cash prize and gifts and the participants received
participatory certificates.
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(Anti-clockwise: Posters which secured 1stPosition, 2ndPosition and 3rdPosition)
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Activities organized by the
Various Departments of SLS

A VISIT TO THE BM INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
Rapporteur: Raenhha Dhami (SLS15)

30 Jan. 2019: On the 30thof January, 2019, Department of Psychology from Pandit Deendayal Petroleum
University organized an educational as well as an informational visit to the BM Institute of Mental Health,
Ahmedabad.
The visit started with an orientation speech by a member of the institute on the various parameters of
mental health that they engage in on a daily basis. He also addressed the crowd with regards to the diverse
therapies, which are employed by their experts as per the appropriate case.
Further, the students were also acknowledged and answered with their queries concerning the fees and
monetary proceedings of patients from the Below Poverty Line (BPL) and lower socio economic
background. Allegedly the institute provides a 50% rebate, or more, to those they deem and discern to be
from the aforementioned sections of society.
One such lab included an Occupational Therapy Lab wherein children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) and Down Syndrome were brought in and helped to recuperate through activities. These
activities are designed according to the necessity of the condition which involved physical items and
physical tasks.
These instruments and activities were aimed at reducing hyperactivity, increasing attention and/or honing
the motor skills of the respective child. One such intriguing kit that was displayed was the multi-sensory kit,
which had an array of items to give impetus to the motor skills of the children and heighten their senses. It
consisted of objects such as a sponge ball to squeeze and exercise the hand motions; clips for the same
purpose; a comb and slime and the likes.
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They also had intervention departments, which were aimed at supplying the individuals (of severe
disorders) with functional jobs that would help sustain their livelihood. These jobs ranged from ‘handloom’,
‘art and decor creations’ and similar other crafts. The brand under which there items are sold is
called Pahchaan.
They also help the patients with mild to moderate mental illness to get a better understanding of the society
with the help of therapy followed by training and subsequent placement. During the end of the day, the
students got an opportunity to interact with the children with mental illness, who have come for a
therapeutic session at the institution.
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CMIE PROWESS IQ WORKSHOP HELD

30 Jan. 2019: A workshop on CMIE Prowess IQ database was organized on 30thJanuary 2019 at
Computer Lab I, Block C of Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University (PDPU). The workshop was organized
by Library and Information Centre in joint collaboration with the Department of Social Sciences. The
objective of the workshop was to train students on the ‘Usefulness of CMIE Database in Research’ and
hands-on experience on the usage of database was given to the participants during the three-hour
session. Mr. Prashant Joshi, Business Development Manager at the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy
(CMIE) Limited based at Ahmedabad was invited as the technical expert for guiding the participants on the
types of data available in the Prowess IQ database and to guide on data extraction from the database.

(Clockwise: Dr. Prashanta Panda inaugurating the workshop, Mr. Prashant Joshi
delivering the workshop training and Dr. Nizami explaining the importance of eresources in SLS library)

The Prowess IQ has 61 query triggers (see image below) and this database version has been procured by
SLS Library and Information Centre for widening the database accessibility for researchers. The workshop
began with the inaugural speech of Dr. Prashanta Panda, Head of the Department of Social Sciences and
some words of encouragement by Dr. Nausheen Nizami, the coordinator of the workshop. Dr Panda
motivated the participants to attend the workshop for understanding the type of data available with SLS,
PDPU and thanked the expert and participants for sparing their valuable time for the workshop. Dr Nizami
emphasized on the importance of utilizing e-resources in research. She stressed on the need for awareness
generation of existing research database, journals and resources available with the school and library for
efficient utilization.
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The workshop received an enthusiastic response as the participants included students as well as faculty
members of different schools.
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Faculty Achie ements

DR. NEETA SINHA

Dr. Neeta Sinha was invited to chair a session at the 1stInternational Conference on School Psychology at
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from 10thto 12thJanuary, 2019. Dr. Sinha also presented a paper as a speaker in
the conference.
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DR. SITAKANTA MISHRA

Dr. Sitakanta Mishra has published the following articles:
1. ‘Nuclear Energy in India: Changing Dynamics of Public Opposition and Social
Acceptance’, FAULTLINES, Vol. 23, Oct-Dec 2018, RNI No. 71439/99, pp. 1-24.
2. ‘Dragon’s Footprint Bound to Fade, Sooner or Later’, World Focus, vol. 469, January 2019.
Dr. Mishra was invited to participate in the closed-door bilateral discussion between Indian and American
experts on nuclear security organised by Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi on 12 January 2019 in
Maurya Sheraton, New Delhi.
He was also invited to be part of the First ICWA-IFAT Dialogue on India-Hungary Relations in Indian
Council of World Affairs, New Delhi during 21-22 January 2019.
Dr. Mishra further represented India and gave a talk on ‘India’s nuclear energy programme’ at the AsiaPacific (CSCAP) Nuclear Energy Experts Group (NEEG) Meeting organized by the Asia Pacific Forum in
Singapore, January 24-25, 2018.
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DR. RITU SHARMA

Dr. Ritu Sharma has received the Inspiring Green Educator Award 2018presented at 2nd NYC Green
School Conference on the 24thof September, 2018 at New York, United States of America.
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DR. NAUSHEEN NIZAMI

Dr Nausheen Nizami, a faculty member of Economics from the Department of Social Sciences presented
her research on ‘Need For Preventive Health Care In Knowledge Industries: A Case Study On Information
Technology Employees In India’at the Seventh Annual conference of Indian Health Economics Policy
Association held from 24th-25thJanuary at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala. Her research was based on the
analysis of work-related health problems of employees in the IT industry. The paper was appreciated by
the experts and received a special mention during the valedictory session of the conference.
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MR. SANDEEP PATHAK

Mr. Sandeep Pathak has published a paper with the title E-Learning In Modern Digital
Environment: A Pragmatic Perspective Of Education Institutions. The research has been
published in the journal International Journal of Advance &amp; Innovative Research. Volume 6,
Issue 1 (VIII): January- March, 2019, pp 46---49. ISSN: 2394-7780 and Impact Factor 7.12
Ahmedabad Library Network (ADINET) designated Mr. Pathak as ADINET Ambassadors
for Gandhinagar region to help in ADINET activities and events.
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Times of India (09- 01-19)

Times of India (11- 01- 19)

Divya Bhaskar, (11-01-19)

Gujarat Samachar, (13-01-19)
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Gujarat Samachar (19- 01-19)

Mint (25- 01- 19)

Gujarat Samachar, (20-01-19)

Times of India, (28-01-19)

Gandhinagar Samachar, (29-01-19)

Gandhinagar Samachar, (21-01-19)
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Times of India, (29- 01-19)

Gandhinagar Samachar, (31-01-19)
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